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Erik Crouch and Ryan Schloesser on the Battle for Mullah Wasir
Part II: Lessons Learned
by Sydney J. Freedberg Jr.

www.LearningFromVeterans.com

There is something to be learned from every battle, and those who fail to learn it
are liable to lose the next one. The American armed forces systematically collect tactical
and technical lessons-learned for their own use. The strategic lessons, however, are rarely
transmitted to the Washington policy elite, let alone to a national audience. Bridging that
gap is the primary goal of Learning From Veterans: National Security Insights from
Afghanistan and Iraq.

This article is the first in a series analyzing servicemembers’ first-person accounts
to illustrate issues in national security policy. It accompanies an extended narrative of the
battle of Mullah Wasir in the words of two participants later decorated for valor, Sergeant
Erik Crouch and Captain Ryan Schloesser. Their first-person story is available online at
www.LearningFromVeterans.com.

Lesson #1: Winning “hearts and minds” takes guns and bombs

You’re probably wondering, why are we out on this combat-oriented mission when we’re
supposed to be doing civil-military operations….

– Captain Ryan Schloesser, U.S. Army Civil Affairs

In counterinsurgency, the power to kill and the power to help are complementary,
not contradictory. As top officers often say, you cannot “kill your way to victory.” But
you cannot talk your way to victory, either. You need to do both.

Mullah Wasir illustrates the synergy between combat forces and Civil Affairs.
The Civil Affairs team was only able to start development projects in the village after the
Taliban had been driven out by force of arms. But the combat troops knew which village
to target in the first place only because Civil Affairs had made preliminary contacts with
local elders. After the battle, it was Civil Affairs that followed through to turn a
momentary victory in the village into a lasting relationship with its people.

But the Civil Affairs team did not merely brief the combat troops before the battle
and follow up afterwards: Instead, they went in together and fought side by side. If
receptive villagers had been present, the CA soldiers would have taken the lead in talking
to them. When, instead, the Taliban sprang an ambush, the CA soldiers shot back. A
combat arms officer was, appropriately, in command, but the Civil Affairs team provided
four extra riflemen and additional leadership for the Americans’ Afghan auxiliaries.

Some military traditionalists fear that the current popularity of counterinsurgency
doctrine – “COIN” for short – overemphasizes making nice with the locals at the expense
of combat skills. Some hard-core apostles of counterinsurgency – the “COINistas” –
argue that the U.S. can cut defense spending by disbanding heavily armed formations
designed for all-out combat. The battle for Mullah Wasir proves both sides wrong.
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Even in nominally “low-intensity” conflicts like Afghanistan – or Iraq, or
Vietnam – guerrillas can inflict heavy casualties on an unprepared opponent. Even in
“high-intensity” conflicts where hearts-and-minds are immaterial, the military needs Civil
Affairs teams, military police, and similar specialists to deal with refugees – if only to
keep fleeing civilians from clogging the roads that the troops need to advance. So
whatever the next conflict turns out to be, Army and Marine Corps forces must go into it
equally prepared either to talk or to fight – or both at once.

Every combat arms unit should have Civil Affairs and related specialists at least
on call and preferably under their direct command. Still more essential, combat arms
leaders from corporals to generals need to be trained in the skills and attitudes required to
work with local civilians, be they friendly, neutral, or outright hostile. Conversely, every
Civil Affairs team needs to have heavy firepower available – either on hand or on call –
and the training, equipment, and mindset to switch swiftly from talking to fighting and
back again.

Lesson #2: U.S. ground forces depend on airpower – maybe too much

The F-15s came in and they did the gun run on the hilltop – which was the first thing that
allowed us to start to move.

– Captain Schloesser

At Mullah Wasir, the U.S.-Afghan force had friendly aircraft overhead within
minutes of being ambushed. The “fast movers” arrived first: U.S. Air Force F-15E Strike
Eagles, jet fighters modified to bomb ground targets. Soon after came slower, lower-
flying Army helicopters: first AH-64 Apache gunships to provide close-in firepower, then
UH-60 Black Hawks to evacuate the wounded and drop off supplies. All told, the
ambushed troops had the support of aircraft whose total cost was hundreds of millions of
dollars.

As critical as any hardware overhead, however, were the human beings on the
ground. An Air Force JTAC (Joint Tactical Air Controller) walked into the village with
the Army soldiers. During the fight, his training and radio equipment let him coordinate
the aircraft with the ground force, making sure that the bombs landed where the soldiers
wanted, and not on top of them by mistake.

A little planning also went a long way at Mullah Wasir. Before leaving their base,
the ground force had made sure that, if they did get into a fight, the medevac helicopters
that came to get the wounded would also bring in fresh supplies. As it was, the soldiers
almost ran out of both water and ammunition during the ten-hour fight. If they had not
made the arrangements in advance, the resupply might well have taken so long to arrange
that it would have arrived to late to save the besieged troops from being overrun. The
soldiers in Mullah Wasir depended on airpower for their survival.

But what if the airpower doesn’t show? In the 1979-1989 war against the Soviets,
Afghan insurgents used shoulder-launched anti-aircraft missiles called Stingers –
provided by the United States – to great effect against Soviet helicopters. The Stingers
have not resurfaced, and any still unused would be too old to fire, but such man-portable
missiles are available on the black market. Even without missiles, the Taliban and allied
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groups have at least a handful of heavy machineguns, like the Soviet-made Dushka,
capable of engaging helicopters.

Better-armed adversaries in the future might well have shoulder-fired missiles like
the Stinger. They might even have heavy anti-aircraft missiles able to threaten jets. Even
without such technology, guerrillas could simply infiltrate close enough to frontline
airbases to shut them down with rockets, mortars, or even suicide attacks, a tactic used by
the Viet Cong. Between ground attacks on forward bases and anti-aircraft weapons in the
field, U.S. aircraft would have to fly from greater distances, lengthening response time,
and at higher altitudes, reducing the accuracy of their attacks.

The flipside of our reliance on airpower is our de-emphasis of tanks and artillery.
For more than a decade, Army and Marine Corps programs to modernize ground-based
heavy weapons have been cut repeatedly while much more expensive airplane programs
go ahead. Admittedly, it’s not clear if armored vehicles could have reached Mullah
Wasir: Tanks are often too wide to fit on Afghanistan’s winding mountain roads. In much
of Afghanistan, however, track vehicles actually have better off-road mobility than
wheeled vehicles such as Humvees or, especially, MRAPs (mine-resistant armored-
protected vehicles). Tanks’ heavy armor also allows them to bull through roadside bombs
that would literally stop lighter vehicles dead. The U.S. avoided deploying tracked
vehicles to Afghanistan for years, even after the Canadians met with considerable success
with their Leopard tanks, but this spring a Marine Corps unit brought seventeen massive
M1 Abrams tanks to southern Afghanistan with positive results.

As for field artillery, the U.S. has always deployed some howitzers and mortars to
Afghanistan, but in relatively small numbers because of the lack of good targets for
artillery barrages. Aircraft with smart bombs can be more precise – when they’re
available. But unless the aircraft are already circling overhead when a fight breaks out,
artillery will respond faster. We cannot safely assume that we will have total dominance
of the air in any future war. So the U.S. military needs to rebuild its ground-based
firepower, both armor and artillery, not to cut them further.

Ironically, artillerymen from the 82nd Airborne Division did participate in the
fight for Mullah Wasir – but without their heavy guns. Instead, they served as ad hoc
infantry.

Lesson #3: We have too few infantrymen

We were there primarily because the ODA wasn’t fully manned: They had taken
casualties, and so they were down, like, four guys, and they really needed the help.

– Captain Schloesser

As soldiers from Special Forces, Civil Affairs, and the Afghan Army entered
Mullah Wasir, blocking positions outside the village were manned by men from the 82nd

Airborne Division – soldiers trained not as infantry but as artillery gunners. After the
battle, another group of artillerymen serving as foot troops garrisoned the observation
post set up to secure the village. To its credit, since 2003, the U.S. Army has done a much
better job preparing soldiers of all specialties to defend themselves in a firefight. But by
definition, only infantry can spend all their time training for infantry combat. So while
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artillery troops have routinely served as extra infantry in both Afghanistan and Iraq, that
retasking says less about their broadening skillset and more about the U.S. military’s
chronic shortage of infantrymen.

The shift away from infantry began in World War II, when the U.S. began to
emphasize firepower over manpower. This approach saved lives. But ever-increasing
amounts of heavy weaponry took an ever-increasing share of the force to operate them,
maintain them, and keep them supplied with fuel, spare parts, and ammunition. The
percentage of personnel trained as infantry kept going down. This trade-off was tolerable
in conventional wars. But going against guerrillas, who disperse and hide, there are too
few targets for the high-tech weapons and too few foot troops to cover the ground.

Yet one of the Army’s major responses to the Iraq war actually made the infantry
shortage worse. Starting in 2003, the Army began reorganizing its units into more self-
sufficient “modular” formations: Instead of optimizing the force to fight in massive
divisions of 20,000 men, each brigade of 3-5,000 troops would now be able to operate
independently. The resulting flexibility and decentralization was especially useful in
counterinsurgency. But to increase the number of brigades available to rotate in and out
of deployments to Iraq, the Army cut the number of combat troops in each. (Specifically,
a heavy brigade went from nine companies of tanks and infantry, grouped in three
battalions, to eight companies grouped in two battalions – about a 12 percent reduction).
In theory, additional scout troops assigned to each brigade would make up for the loss of
infantry. In practice, brigades in the war zone routinely had to improvise extra infantry
out of troops trained in unrelated specialties.

As the U.S. draws down its forces in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Army should
restore the infantry cut from the brigade back in 2003 – even if the price of bigger
brigades is having fewer of them. On a larger scale, the whole Army needs to reorient
itself to train and field more infantrymen. The military has already scoured its personnel
rosters and transferred troops to Civil Affairs, Military Police, Military Intelligence, and
other specialties in high demand for counterinsurgency. With budgets likely to be tight –
at least until the next war begins – the Army needs to streamline its support units even
further so it can free up more personnel to serve as infantry.

Lesson #4: Foot troops need wi-fi

Initially, we didn’t even know they were there. We had trouble identifying them. They
called in a grid earlier but it wasn’t the grid that they were at….We just had to do it the
old-fashioned way. I hung a bright orange cloth outside the window, called a VS-17
panel, pointed in the direction where I thought the blocking position was. They popped
violet smoke [from a smoke grenade]. They saw us and then we saw them.

– Captain Schloesser

In the chaos of battle, the main force and the blocking force at Mullah Wasir lost
track of one another. That kind of confusion is all too common. It is also potentially
deadly. As it was, the two isolated groups could not combine forces until they located
each other. It could have been much worse: They could have opened fire on each other by
mistake or called in an airstrike too close to – or on top of – the other group’s position.
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Luckily, the two groups were close enough, and alert enough, that Captain
Schloesser’s expedient worked. But why were U.S. Army soldiers reduced to using signal
flags when American civilians can get GPS maps on their cellphones?

During the preparations to invade Iraq in 2002 and 2003, the Army and Marine
Corps rushed into service a computer network called Blue Force Tracker. Each terminal
not only showed its own GPS-confirmed location on a digital map but also plotted the
location of any friendly unit that was also equipped with Blue Force Tracker. Many of the
200 interviews in Learning From Veterans’ archives include combat veterans raving
about “BFT.”

But Blue Force Tracker only works on vehicles. As soon as troops get out on foot,
they have to leave their digital maps behind. Civilian cellphones can pack so many
functions into such a small package because they only need enough power to transmit to
the nearest cell tower. Military systems can’t count on that kind of infrastructure. So Blue
Force Tracker relies on a satellite uplink. A related system called FBCB2 depends on a
high-powered military radio. In both cases the weight and power requirements make the
equipment too big to carry.

The Army and Marine Corps have been struggling for more than a decade to field
battlefield network gear that is light enough to be portable. But the technical challenges
are significant, and the government’s track record on information technology programs is
less than stellar. After multiple experiments, cancellations, and restarts, the Army system
known at various points as either Land Warrior or Ground Soldier Ensemble has seen
limited deployments to the war zone. Initial feedback has been positive. But the system is
still experimental: It should be standard. Simply giving ground troops the technology to
know where they are will save many more lives for the dollar than anti-missile systems
and stealth fighters.

Lesson #5: Guerrillas can stand and fight

I was really surprised that after the first set of bombs that we dropped that they
wouldn’t just turn to run. But we found out later they had a whole trench network laid
out, they had bunker complexes, they were prepared for us, so the first sets of bombs and
stuff was really not having an effect on them at all.

– Captain Schloesser

America’s enemies are not idiots. Nor are they cowards, as much as we like to
refer to “cowardly terrorist acts.” The popular conception is that insurgents hit and run,
but at Mullah Wasir, the Taliban had dug in for a long fight. The enemy kept up what
Sgt. Crouch called “relentless” fire for about ten hours, even as their own positions were
battered by American airstrikes. Such staying power is usually associated with regular
soldiers, not guerrilla irregulars.

The Taliban did show tactical weaknesses at Mullah Wasir. Their gunfire
repeatedly missed soldiers as they sprinted across foot bridges and open fields, inflicting
only three casualties in the entire fight. How rarely the Taliban hit what they shot at
speaks to their poor marksmanship, the poor accuracy of their AK-47 rifles, and their lack
of heavy weapons. The Taliban also stayed put in their defensive positions instead of
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maneuvering aggressively to finish off the besieged U.S.-Afghan force. But plenty of
regular soldiers have shown the same shortcomings or worse, notably the conventional
armies of the Arab states in their repeated wars with Israel.

Indeed, for at least the last century, highly motivated irregulars have frequently
defeated better-equipped regular soldiers. Viet Minh and Viet Cong guerrillas inflicted
heavy losses on French, American, and South Vietnamese soldiers in the 1950s and
1960s. Lebanon’s Hezbollah militia fought the vaunted Israelis to a standstill in 2006. In
both cases, as at Mullah Wasir, the irregulars countered superior firepower not only with
courage but with the skillful use of terrain and entrenchments.

Repeated American and Israeli victories have shown the world that conventional
forces, maneuvering in the open, cannot survive against First World firepower. Repeated
American and Israeli defeats have shown that irregulars exploiting cover – be it jungles,
mountains, or sprawling cities – can not only survive but win. Even state-run militaries
have been learning this lesson and adopting guerrilla-style tactics. At the same time,
irregulars like Hezbollah are acquiring the skills and weapons for stand-up fights. Many
experts believe conventional and guerrilla warfare are converging to a hybrid form.

For such conflicts, the U.S. military will need a balanced array of forces: both
airpower and infantry, both heavy tanks and Civil Affairs teams. Most of all, we will need
the mental agility to keep pace with skillful and determined foes.

***

(c) copyright Sydney J. Freedberg Jr., May 12, 2011


